A power-referenced fiber-optic accelerometer is proposed by using a weakly tilted fiber Bragg grating (TFBG) combined with a lateral-misaligned splice structure. The recoupling of lower-order cladding modes (ghost modes), excited by the TFBG, to the fiber core via a slightly lateral-offset slice is sensitive to vibration and can be unambiguously determined by monitoring the power change in reflection, avoiding complex wavelength interrogation. However, the Bragg resonance is virtually unaffected by fiber bending and it can be used as a power reference to cancel out any light source fluctuations. Combining with a polymer tube package, the novel sensing configuration presents a linear and reproducible response for acceleration measurement.
INTRODUCTION
Structure health monitoring is a critical issue in various engineering applications, especial for large civil structures.
Among the many important parameters, acceleration measurement is one of the key diagnostic parameters which plays a crucial role in structure monitoring applications. For more than two decades, fiber-optic accelerometers have been attracted considerable interest for their distinguishing properties. In many of the fiber-optic systems reported to date, measurement of acceleration is accomplished by simple inertial mass displacement that couples strain to a length of optical fiber, often configured in the form of fiber interferometer [1] [2] [3] [4] . More recently, fiber Bragg grating (FBG) sensors have been proposed and demonstrated to provide quasi-static and dynamic strain or vibration measurements [5] [6] [7] [8] . In these sensors, the recovery of signal information is accomplished by the detection of strain-induced wavelength changes of a FBG element.
In this letter, we propose a novel configuration for acceleration measurements using tilted fiber Bragg grating (TFBG).
The scheme is based on the recoupling of a subset of the cladding modes, excited by the TFBG, into the fiber core, similar to our recently demonstrated vibration sensor [9] . The recoupling occurs at a fiber discontinuity which is introduced by a lateral-offset fusion splice. The amount of recoupling from the cladding modes is strongly dependent to bending, thus providing the sensing mechanism. On the contrary, the core-mode reflection from the same weakly TFBG is virtually unaffected by bending (lying on the neutral strain axis of pure bending) and therefore the power reflected at the Bragg wavelength can be used as a power reference to cancel out light source power level fluctuations. By packaging the TFBG inside a polymer tube, the novel sensing configuration presents an extremely high sensitivity for macro-bending and shows a linear and reproducible response for acceleration measurement in a robust package.
SENSING PRINCIPLE
TFBGs provide an effective coupling of the input light from the forward-propagating core mode to backward-propagating cladding modes via its tilted grating planes at shorter wavelengths. As shown schematically in Fig. 1 , the basic principle of this configuration is to re-capture the backward propagated low-order cladding modes into the fiber core via a slight laternal-offset fusion splice, close to the TFBG. The backward transmitted cladding modes emitted from the slanted grating planes can not propagate for a long distance along the fiber cladding due to the absorption of the high-index jacket material, and neither could they return back to fiber core for interrogation. Here, we use a fusion splice which is slightly misaligned to re-couple some power from these backward propagating low-order cladding modes into the core of the interrogating fiber. Once the reflected light is re-coupled into the fiber core, it can propagate over a long distance in the fiber. As the red curve shown in Fig. 2 , the reflection spectrum of the TFBG with a misaligned splice consists of a 3 dB weakened Bragg resonance and a strong ghost resonance on the shorter wavelength side. Bending the fiber introduces changes of the mode distribution along the fiber cross section [10] , and reduces the recoupling efficiency from the backward transmitted cladding modes to the core of the interrogating fiber (shown by the blue curve in Fig. 2 ). The offset cross-section functions as a bridge between the core and cladding, effecting bend-dependent cladding-to-core recoupling to realize a cost-effective power detection fiber-optic accelerometer. 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A 1-cm long TFBGs with a tilt angle of 4° was inscribed in hydrogen-loaded Corning SMF-28 fibers using a pulsed KrF excimer laser and the phase mask technique. Fig. 1 shows the 5-cm long sensor head containing the TFBG was clamped on one end and free on the other end. The sensor head comprised the TFBG packaged inside a polymer tube with a diameter of 1.65 mm. The lateral-misaligned splice was located at a point about 10 mm away from the fixed end and the center of the TFBG was located 15 mm from the splice or 25 mm from the fixed end. After launching light from a broadband source (BBS) to the TFBG sensor through a 3 dB coupler, the reflected spectrum was monitored using an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA) with the resolution set at 0.05 nm. Fig. 2 shows the reflection spectra of the TFBG after and before splicing, and also with bending. PD G and PD B represent the detected reflection power within 2 nm wavelength width centered at the ghost and Bragg resonance, respectively. Fig. 3 shows the experimental setup of the acceleration sensing system. The accelerometer can be functionally divided into two parts: the outer square frame and the inside polymer tube sensing head. Above the frame cap, there is a servo-type charge accelerometer used for calibration. The blue curve in Fig. 4 presents the bandpass filtered reflection power of the ghost resonance in response to a 50 Hz harmonic oscillation. The red curve in Fig. 4 shows the corresponding response of the Bragg resonance: the reflected power in this band remains relatively constant (± 0.1 dB) instead of ± 1.5 dB perturbation of the ghost response. We use peak-to-peak power amplitude of Ghost resonance as sensor output and Fig. 5 shows a high linear response of the detected peak-to-peak power output versus a gradually increased acceleration. We also investigated the relationship between the sensitivity of the proposed accelerometer with length of the sensor. Fig, 6 shows that, with the sensor lengths increased from 45 mm to 55mm, the maximum acceleration sensitivity reduced from the vibration frequency of 140 Hz to 50 Hz. This shows that the frequency response of the accelerometer is completely determined by the acoustic resonances of the sensor package. For a higher vibration frequency, a shorter free sensing tube should be selected.
CONCLUSION
The feasibility of using a TFBG with lateral-misaligned fusion splice packaged inside a polymer tube to realize a fiber-optic accelerometer was investigated. Compared with traditional wavelength monitoring techniques, the power detection approach provides a simple and cost-effective signal demodulation scheme. The bend-sensitive ghost mode and the relatively insensitive Bragg resonance allow the sensor to provide unambiguous determination of dynamic vibration and effective compensation of any power fluctuations of the light source. The proposed TFBG sensor exhibits a linear response for acceleration measurement together with a compact tip-reflection sensing feature, is a good candidate for structure health monitoring applications.
